Both gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and blazars have relativistic jets pointing at a small angle from our line of sight. Several recent studies suggested that these two kinds of sources may share similar jet physics. In this work, we explore the variability properties for GRBs and blazars as a whole. We find that the correlation between minimum variability timescale (MTS) and Lorentz factor, Γ, as found only in GRBs by Sonbas et al. can be extended to blazars with a joint correlation of MTS ∝ Γ −4.7±0.3 . The same applies to the MTS ∝ L −1.0±0.1 γ correlation as found in GRBs, which can be well extended into blazars as well. These results provide further evidence that the jets in these two kinds of sources are similar despite of the very different mass scale of their central engines. Further investigations of the physical origin of these correlations are needed, which can shed light on the nature of the jet physics.
INTRODUCTION
Relativistic jets are common in black-hole (BH) systems, where the BH mass ranges from stellar mass (∼ 10M ⊙ , M ⊙ is solar mass, e.g., in BH X-ray binaries, XRBs, and gamma-ray bursts, GRBs) to supermassive scale (∼ 10 5−10 M ⊙ , e.g., in active galactic nuclei, AGNs). Blazars are an extreme type of AGNs in which the broad band emission is dominated by non-thermal radiation that produced in a relativistic jet pointing towards us. Based on the equivalent width (EW) of emission lines, blazars are divided into two sub-types, i.e., flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) and BL Lacertae objects (BL Lacs): BL Lacs have weak or no emission lines (EW 5Å), whereas FSRQs have strong emission lines (EW > 5Å, e.g., Urry & Padovani 1995) , where the different emission-line properties may be triggered by transition of accretion modes (e.g., Ghisellini & Celotti 2001; Wu & Cao 2008; Xu et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2013) . The spectral energy distribution (SED) of blazars generally include two broad humps in the log ν-log(νFν) diagram: a low energy hump peaking at infrared to soft X-ray band that is produced by synchrotron radiation, and a high energy hump peaking at MeV to GeV band that is normally attributed to inverse Compton (IC) scattering. GRBs are the most energetic explosions in the universe with a total isotropic-equivalent energy Eiso ∼ 10 49−55 erg (e.g., Mészáros 2006; Zhang 2011, for reviews and the references therein), which may be caused by either collapses of massive stars or mergers of compact objects. The emission of a GRB is believed to originate from an ultrarelativistic jet with a Lorentz factor of a few hundreds. Such a high Lorentz factor is evidenced from the "compactness" argument (e.g., Fenimore et al. 1993; Zou et al. 2011) or the early afterglow light curves that show the signal of fireball deceleration (e.g., Sari & Piran 1999; Liang et al. 2010; Ghirlanda et al. 2012) . The prompt emission of GRBs in the sub-MeV energy range normally exhibits a non-thermal nature with a smoothly-joint broken power-law shape (i.e. the "Band function", Band et al. 1993) . A thermal component superposed on the non-thermal component was also observed in some bursts. The radiation mechanism of GRBs is still hotly debated (e.g., synchrotron, inverse Compton, thermal emission or a mix of them, see Zhang 2014; Kumar & Zhang 2015; Peer 2015 , for recent reviews and references therein).
It is believed that the jet physics (e.g., formation mechanism, energy dissipation, radiation process etc.) in BH systems should be intrinsically similar, which is supported by the so-called "fundamental plane" as found in XRBs and AGNs (e.g., Merloni et al. 2003; Falcke et al. 2004; Dong et al. 2014) . Despite the large discrepancy of the masses of AGNs and GRBs, several universal correlations have been found among the two types of objects, strengthc 0000 RAS ening this possibility. For example, Wang & Wei (2011) found that the GRB afterglows and BL Lacs may have the same radiation mechanism based on a similar relation in radio luminosity and spectral slope in radio and optical band, which is further confirmed by Wang et al. (2014) with two new similar relations of spectral properties. Wu et al. (2011) found a universal correlation between synchrotron luminosity and Doppler factor in GRBs and blazars, where they assumed the prompt emission of GRBs is dominated by synchrotron emission. Nemmen et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2013) found the efficiency of energy dissipation of jets is similar in GRBs and blazars. A similar case was also made for XRBs and low-luminosity AGNs (Ma et al. 2014) . Lyu et al. (2014) tried to explore the possible unified radiation physics in GRBs and blazars.
Both GRBs and blazars are highly variable sources. The typical minimum variability timescale (MTS) for blazars is around one day (e.g., Vovk & Neronov 2013) , where ultra-fast variability as short as 3-5 min at TeV energies is also found in some blazars (e.g., Aharonian et al. 2007; Albert et al. 2007; Aleksic et al. 2014) . The typical MTS of GRBs is around 0.5 s with the shortest timescale on the order of 10 ms (e.g., MacLachlan et al. 2013; , where the MTS is much shorter than the overall duration (e.g., T90). The physical origin of the flux variation is unclear for both GRBs and blazars, where several models have been proposed to explain their temporal variability. The conventional models such as the internal shock scenario (e.g., Kobayashi et al. 1997) and the photospheric scenario (e.g., Lazzati et al. 2009 ) link the rapid variability of GRBs directly to the activity of the central engine. An alternative scenario envisages that the variability is triggered in the emitting region through local relativistic motion (e.g., local relativistic turbulence or reconnection events), which is not related to the central engine directly (e.g. Narayan & Kumar 2009 ). Zhang & Yan (2011) suggested that the temporal variability of GRBs may include two variability components: a broad (slow) component related to the central engine activity and a narrow (fast) component associated with relativistic magnetic reconnection and/or turbulence (see e.g. Zhang & Zhang 2014) . This scenario can also explain the ultra-fast variability (e.g., several minutes) as found in some blazars at TeV energies (e.g., Aharonian et al. 2007; Albert et al. 2007; Aleksic et al. 2014) . Sonbas et al. (2014) found that the MTS becomes shorter as the gamma-ray luminosity (or Lorentz factor) increases in GRBs. In this work, we try to extend the gamma-ray variability properties in GRBs to blazars, which is aimed to explore the possible universal variability properties in them and shed light on the physical mechanism that triggered the flux variations in relativistic jets. Throughout this work, we assume the following cosmology: H0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω0 = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
SAMPLE
We select the GRB sample from Sonbas et al. (2014) , where the correlations between the MTS, Lorentz factors and Gamma-ray luminosities were explored. The MTS of GRBs in Sonbas et al. (2014) was derived using a Harr wavelet technique, but the MTS was simply defined in reference to a noise floor in the measurement (see also MacLachlan et al. 2013) . and Golkhou et al. (2015) analyzed the MTS from the structurefunction method based on non-decimated Haar wavelets for a large sample of GRBs from Swif t and F ermi. They reported MTS values that are less dependent on the measurement noise level compared former works (e.g., Walker et al. 2000 ; MacLachlan et al.
2013
; Sonbas et al. 2014) . Since this method get rid of artificial effect due top the noise floor, hereafter we adopt the MTS measurements reported in and Golkhou et al. (2015) . The Lorentz factors reported in Sonbas et al. (2014) were taken from Lü et al. (2012) and Ghirlanda et al. (2012) . Ghirlanda et al. (2012) made use of the Blandford & McKee (1976) self-similar deceleration solution, which led to typically a factor of 2 times smaller Γ than those derived from the conventional method for a same source. Since at the peak time, the blast wave is not in the Blandford-McKee self-similar regime, we believe that the conventional method is more reasonable to estimate Γ (see Lü et al. 2012 , for more discussions). We therefore select the Lorentz factors that are estimated from the conventional method (e.g., Lü et al. 2012; Liang et al. 2015) . We neglect the sources with only a upper or lower limits for the Lorentz factor, so that the sample is mostly composed of those GRBs whose Γ was measured using the conventional afterglow onset method (e.g. Sari & Piran 1999) . Four GRBs with Lorentz factors estimated from the GeV data or optical flashes are also selected (Hascoet et al. 2015) , where the GeV and optical flashes are assumed to be emitted from the external shock. The isotropic mean gamma-ray luminosities of GRBs are selected from Lü et al. (2012) , which are derived from the total isotropic energy, Eiso, and burst duration, T90, with Lγ = (1 + z)Eiso/T90. The redshift, MTS, Lorentz factor, and Lγ for these GRBs are listed in Table 1 . In total, we include 28 GRBs, with 22 having estimated Lorentz factor values. A sample of 45 blazars are selected from Vovk & Neronov (2013) , where the MTS is derived using a structure-function approach for the gamma-ray data from the Fermi telescope. The Doppler factor of blazars can be estimated from the timescale and amplitude of radio flares by assuming the variability timescale of the flares correspond to the light-travel time across the emission region and that the intrinsic brightness temperature of the source is limited to the equipartition value (e.g., Hovatta et al. 2009 ). Combined with the apparent jet speed, it is possible to calculate the Lorentz factor and jet viewing angle for a given blazar. There are 20 blazars with estimated Lorentz factors using this method, which is selected from Savolainen et al. (2010, for more details and the references therein). The total 0.1-100 GeV k-corrected gamma-ray luminosity, Lγ , is calculated from the energy flux (Fγ ) and the fitted parameters as reported in Nolan et al. (2012) . The redshift, MTS, Lorentz factor and Lγ for blazars are reported in Table 2 . et al. (2014) found an anti-correlation between MTS and the Lorentz factor in GRBs, i.e. MTS ∝ Γ −4.1±0.6 0 for Γ 225, and a shallow-plateau at smaller Lorentz factors. With the MTS values derived by and Golkhou et al. (2015) , we find a similar MTS − Γ anti-correlation for the 22 GRBs with estimated Lorentz factors, with no evidence of the shallow-plateau (GRB 100621A is an outlier, see Figure 1 ). After excluding GRB 100621A, a best straight-line fit to GRB data with errors 1 in both Γ and MTS gives (solid line in Figure 1) log MTS 1 + z = −(4.8 ± 1.5) log Γ + (11.1 ± 3.2), References: 1) and 2) represent the references for MTS measurements that selected from and Golkhou et al. (2015) where a 50% error is adopted for Γ considering uncertainties of the model parameters in deriving them (e.g., one order of magnitude uncertainty in the density of ambient medium and radiative efficiency of the blast wave, Wang et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015) and 0.2 dex is adopted for MTS considering that the MTS measurements are derived from different telescopes with different wavebands (e.g.,MTS derived from Swift at 15-350 keV maybe 1-1.5 times longer than that derived from Fermi at 8-1000 keV, see Golkhou et al. 2015 , for more details). We find that this anticorrelation as found in GRBs can be extended to blazars, where 20 blazars roughly stay on the best-fit line of GRBs (solid line in Figure 1 ). Therefore, we further present the best straight-line fit for these 41 sources (20 blazars + 21 GRBs),
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where a typical uncertainty of 0.4 dex and 0.2 dex is assigned for MTS of blazars (e.g., Vovk & Neronov 2013) and GRBs (e.g., Golkhou et al. 2015) , respectively, and a 50% or 30% error is introduced for Γ for GRBs (e.g., Lü et al. 2012; Sonbas et al. 2014 ) and blazars (e.g., Hovatta et al. 2009 ), respectively. It is found that the global slope for blazars/GRBs is roughly consistent with that found in 21 GRBs only within uncertainties. Sonbas et al. (2014) found that MTS is also anti-correlated with gamma-ray luminosity, Lγ , in GRBs, where the relation also becomes flat when Lγ 10 51 erg s −1 . With the MTS values adopted from and Golkhou et al. (2015), we find a similar anti-correlation, where the best straight-line fit to GRB data with errors in both Lγ and MTS gives (solid line in Figure 2 )
where a typical uncertainty of 0.2 dex is adopted for both MTS (e.g., Golkhou et al. 2015) and Lγ (e.g., Lü et al. 2012 ) for these GRBs. The blazars also roughly stay on the extension of the best-fit line of GRBs (solid line in Figure 2 ). We also give the best straightline fit to data of GRBs and blazars considering the uncertainties of both quantities, which gives
where the typical uncertainty of 0.4 dex is adopted for the MTS of blazars (e.g., Vovk & Neronov 2013) . Again the slope of GRBs/blazars is quite consistent with that derived in pure GRBs.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
GRBs and blazars are two populations of sources with the most powerful and relativistic jets in the universe. Compared with the accretion physics, the jet physics is less clear. The MTS provides information on the size and location of gamma-ray emitting region, which may shed light on the physical process responsible for the variability (e.g., central engine activity, the Lorentz factor of the jet, and probably local relativistic reconnection/turbulence in the jet). In this work, we explore the possible universal variability properties in GRBs and blazars by compiling 28 GRBs and 45 blazars with measured MTS, gamma-ray luminosities and estimated Lorentz factors from the literature. We find the correlations of MTS − Γ and MTS − Lγ as found in GRBs can be naturally extended to blazars, which not only provide further evidence on the similarities of the jets in GRBs and blazars but also give possible new clues to understand jet physics in these BH systems. The slope of MTS − Γ correlation is −4.7 ± 0.3 for GRBs and blazars, which is quite consistent with −4.8 ± 1.5 as found in pure GRB sample. Incidentally, the slope of MTS − Lγ for the entire GRB-blazar sample (−1.1 ± 0.1) is also quite consistent with that found in GRBs only (−1.0 ± 0.1). The similar slopes of the GRB/blazar sample and the pure GRB sample strengthen that the correlations as found in GRBs can be extended to blazars. These results provide new similarities on the jet physics in GRBs and blazars, where several other similar properties have been found in last several years(e.g., Wang & Wei 2011; Wu et al. 2011; Nemmen et al. 2012) . It should be noted that Sonbas et al. (2014) found a knee-like feature in both MTS − Γ and MTS − Lγ correlations, where the anti-correlations become flat for Γ 225 or Lγ 10 51 erg/s. This break is not evident in our correlations, with only GRB 100621A having a quite small Lorentz factor (Γ = 52) and evidently deviating from the MTS − Γ correlation (it however follows the MTS−Lγ correlation very well). This is because we adopted the MTS values provided by and Golkhou et al. (2015) , who effectively removed the artificial MTS values near the threshold due to the nose floor. Their wavelet method also ensures a better homogeneity between the GRB and blazar samples, which strengthens our joint analysis.
There is no evident MTS-Γ correlation in the subsample of blazars (correlation coefficient r = −0.15 with a probability of p =0.5). The MTS and Lγ is also only mildly correlated (r = −0.51 and p = 5 × 10 −5 ) in pure blazars. These correlations are not as tight as those found in pure GRBs (|r| > 0.8 with p < 10 −4 ), which prevent us from comparing the slopes of the blazar subsample with those of GRB subsample directly. The poor correlations among blazars may be intrinsic, but could be also caused by some uncertainties or biases in measuring Γ and MTS. For example, the Γ is derived by combining the measurements of the Doppler factor and apparent jet speed which make use of observational data in different energy bands. The emission from different bands may originate from different emission regions, which may have different Lorentz factor, so that the estimated Γ may not be reliable. Also the typical MTS measured for blazars is of the order of several months, the inadequate temporal coverage (e.g. with F ermi) may cause observational selection effects. Future data with better quality and more samples are needed to address whether blazar subsample indeed has (or does not have) significant correlations. In any case, the fact that the correlations derived from GRBs can be extended to blazars is intriguing, which may hint towards some common physics behind two types of jets.
The variability of GRBs and blazars has been historically used to understand the well known "compactness" problem, and the minimum bulk Lorentz factors can be estimated if the MTS is used as one of the inputs (e.g., Dondi & Ghisellini 1995; Piran 1999; Lithwick & Sari 2001) . Sonbas et al. (2014) proposed that the anticorrelation of MTS-Γ as found in GRBs can be understood by the opacity effect, even if the slope is different from the γγ opacity argument (the gamma-ray luminosity is not included in their analysis). The transparency condition for pair production is τγγ < 1, which implies MTS ∝ Lγ /Γ 2β+2 , where β is photon index of the spectrum. The high-energy index β ranges from 2 to 3 with an average value of 2.6 (e.g., Tang et al. 2015) in the Band function of GRBs (e.g., Band et al. 1993 ) and β ∼ 2 − 3 for blazars as derived from the indices of electron distribution above the broken electron Lorentz factor in modeling their multi-waveband SEDs (e.g., p2 ∼ 3 − 5, Kang et al. 2014) . Wu et al. (2011) found a universal correlation between synchrotron luminosity, Lsyn, and Doppler factor, D, in GRBs and blazars (Lsyn ∝ D 3.1±0.1 ), where the prompt emission of GRBs and the first hump of blazars are assumed to be dominated by synchrotron emission. Assuming gamma-ray luminosities in the second hump is normally more or less similar to Lsyn of the first hump in blazars and D ∼ 2Γ for the relativistic jet with viewing angle θ → 0 o , we find Lγ ∝ Γ 3.1±0.1 . If this is the case, we find MTS ∝ Γ −4.2 for the typical value of β ∼ 2.6 in blazars and GRBs, which is roughly consistent with that found in GRBs and/or blazars (Eq. 2). It should be cautious that the opacity effect just give the lower limit for the Lorentz factor, which is energy dependent (e.g., depend on the photons at highest energy) and this gives the uncertainties in the above explanation. It is interesting to note that the derived Lorentz factors from the transparency condition in GRBs and blazars are normally just several times lower than that derived from other independent methods (e.g., Zou & Piran 2010; Zhang et al. 2012) , which suggests that above explanation based on transparency condition may be reasonable.
There might be another interpretation to the relation. Based on the observational data, one has the Lorentz factor ratio ΓGRB/Γ blazar ∼ 500/10 (e.g., Hovatta et al. 2009; Lü et al. 2012) and black hole mass ratio MGRB/M blazar ∼ 10M ⊙ /10 9 M ⊙ (e.g., Wang et al. 2004 ) between GRBs and blazars. Even though the physics behind this scaling relation is not fully explored, it suggests M ∝ Γ 2)).
